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Will Japan Continue

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

THURSDAY — MARCH 19. 1970
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triumph over Cincinnati, ho- was revealed slugging
third
to tave 23 - game winner Phil
mers by Joe Lahoud and Mike Shannon would
UPI Sports Writer
be sideATLANTA (PI)— Manager NAT°, Reed, Nash, Jarvis,
George Scott helped Boston to lined for at least a couple
and
of Luman Harris insists it isn't so,
In his first game as a St, down Philadelphia, 6-5, and the months with a kidney ailment.
George Stone (13 - 10) in the
but the loss of Ron Reed se- starting rotation with Pappas
Louis Cardinal, Richie Allen Los Angeles Dodgers pounded
as
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homered. But so did a lot of out 10 hits in an 8-2 breeze over revealed by Cardinals' physi- pears to be a staggering blow a spare.
winother players, because it was Minnesota. San Diego, with cian Dr. Stan London who said to the Braves' hopes for
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Nate Colbert driving in four the exact length of
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Shannon's nant this
year.
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Harris took an optimistic arm, regain his earlier form?
figures with the livelier, experThe Yankees and the Mets determined by the results of
imental Spalding 5-x baseball— continued their infra-city feud further testing. We are most viewpoint when informed that And, can Pappas, who had his
me fourth quarter.
which is tested each Wednesday at Fort Lauderdale, and per- certain the defect is not Reed, a towering righthander worst of a dozen major league
fly HERB SPARROW
who won 18 games last season, seasons last year, make a
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haps the new tall is not to the surgical."
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for the winners with 29 points,
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"ALASKAN ODYSSEY"
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Co-Sponsor: GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Honor Society in Geography
Dull Miss This Travolootiel
"ALASKAN ODYSSEY"
Tuesday, March 24. 1970 7.30 P.M.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM

•Develop your hidden abilities.

•Be at your best with aog
group.

FREE DOOR PRIZES
ON Additional Tickets From Co-Sponsors:
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•Think
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•Control fear and worry.

•speak effectively.

•Be a
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ideas.
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GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Honor Society in Geography Murray State University

Mail Coupon to: DALE CARNEGIE

c/o General
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Ky. 42071
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AN OVERDOSE of basketball forces an exhausted
Mile Newheart out of action in a marathon game a+
Curry College in Milton, Mass. The 73-hour benefit game
set a world's record, breaking • 72-hour record set by

students at Elizabeth College in Guernsey, England, in
The winning team recorded 4,794 paints to th•
losers' 4.732. Proceeds from the gam* will gp to Curry's
Martin Luther King Jr. scholarship fund.
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Murray Assembly
Of Rainbow For
Girls Has Meet
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Phone 753-1917 or 753-49117

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Mr. and Mts. Don Hatcher
of Murray Route Four are the
parents of • baby boy, Mare
Douglass, weighing eight pounds
eight' ounces, born on Monday,
March 16, at 5:31 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter, Kimberly Ann, age three. The father is employed at Hatcher's
Clean Up Shop.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Dolpbus Denham of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Cunningham of Murray Route
Five. Great grandparents are
Mrs. 011ie Denham of Murray
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Cunningham of Murray
Route Five.
"
•
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p.m.
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paints catigorlec respectively at the District level of the
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of Murray Route Six
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High School Art Contest held at Ken-Bar Inn, March 14.
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good
of
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portance
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meet
will
Club
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al
seven World building on Thursday
weighing
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ing svIll represent the Murray Woman's Club entries at the
Well, at their house last evening, the husband of my
House at guide were distributed.
pounds 8% ounces, born on April 30. They also discussed the Woman's Club
level.
State
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devotion from Hebrews 11:1-3
table. I tried moving my foot as far out of his reach as I
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Murray-Calloway
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or of Miss Rosetta Robertson
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
The Home Department of the followed by prayer. Mrs. John Mn.
could, until I nearly slid off my chair, but that didn't help
Hospital.
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much.
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I didn't want to risk a scene because I really like his
niel, age eight, Crystle, age six, Members reported ill were
bows. at the Murray VOCIM.Ifi Club
al::
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and Melanie, age two. The fath- Patricia Evans, Linda George, one p.m. at the club
wife, but I was quite upset.
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and Kris Kimball Fred Keel,
I certainly don't want this friendship
Ahead." Help nature with gentle SUKerby Jennings, Commo- a speaker in the morning and a Mrs. Betty Riley was elected KETS
in Murray.
father of Bitable Keel, is also Key,
anything like that, so how do you think I should handle it if
Billington, hobby show in the afternoon. president of the Rho Chapter of name). diuretic. NOW at (dealer's
Owen
Jones,
dore
an
d
Mr.
are
Grandparents
he starts in again where he left off? DOUBLE IN SPADES
An interesting letter on Alpha Delta Kappa at the lunHOLLAND DRUG
Orr, and J. T. SunMrs. Claude Etherton of MurDee Lamb, Master of Murray Vetter
"Courage for Living" was read cheon meeting held Saturday,
physboro, Ill., and Mr. and Mrs. Lodge No. 105 Free and Accept- MODS.
DEAR DOUBLE: At the first opportunity. get "Daddy
•••
by the Family life chairman, March 14, at 12 noon at the
David Hayman of Oak Creek, ed Masons, presented the girls
Long Legs" alone and tell him his footwork is fine, but he's
Mrs. Charlie Crawford.
Holiday Inn.
grandparents
Great
Wisconsin
of
gift
a
with
money from the
overplaying his hand. In other words, you got his message.
MARK EVERY GRAVE
The recreational period was Other officers elected were
Friday. March 2°
and
Etherton
Josie
Mrs.
are
lodge to be applied to the exand the answer is NO!
The Military Ball sponsored conducted by Mrs. Bailey Rig. Mrs. Martha Crafton, vice-presiMrs. Hattie Grammar, both of penses cf "bartering a bus to
by the ROTC will be held at gins and Mrs. Oscar Salyers.
dent; Mrs. Jewel Montgomery,
Murphysboro,
attend Grand Assrrnbly.
Nine members answered the
the Student Union Building
secretary; Mrs
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DEAR ABBY: My problem is my mother-in-law. Rick
A work party was planned from eight to 12 ,midnight. roll call with their most inter- corresponding
Agnes McDaniel, recording secand I were married last summer and are living viall .1its
John Christopher is the name for Thursday, March 19, at 6:30
esting new item. Two visitors retary: Mrs. Sue Adams, treae
*.
is formal
parents as this is our last year of college, and frankly, the
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Tom p. m. at the home of Mrs. Fran- Dress
•
were Mrs. Stella Furches and surer; Mrs. Joanna Sykes, chapprice is right.
Monarch, College Court, Mur- ces Churchill, 511 North 7
grade "school class basket- Mrs. Charles Humphreys.
A
Mary Nanny, serababy
weightheir
boy,
for
ray,
Rick and I have our own bedroom, but we have—
Street. The group will work on ball tournament will be held
cous refreshments of pie eant-at-arzas;
ss.
Since 11186
MrsAlberts
seven
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ounces,
ing seven
favors for the banquet at Gran
absolutely no privacy. Like none. Rick's mother [I call her
at Faxon School starting at and coffee were served by the Korb, historian.
born on Monday, March 16, at Assembly.
Marble
Murray
"The Inspector General"] is forever bursting into .our
seven p.m. The Mothers Club hostess,
Mrs. Jewell Montgomery, vice7:50 p.m. at the Murray-CalloMembers present were Bar- will give away a country ham. The next meeting will be held
bedroom, unannounced, to "see if the windows are closed,"
abWorks
the
in
presided
president,
way County Hospital.
bara Sledd, Teresa McCord,
at the home of Mrs. Hallett sence of Mrs. Clinton Rowlett,
or "if the radiator is on." or if "all the lights are out
will be sold.
RUILDIRS OF NM
—
The new father is a student at Betsy Riley, Irene Futrell, Cindy Refreshments••
•
Dunn, 1005 Fairlane, on Fri- president A guest was Mrs
AOMORI
Yesterday I was standing in the hallway when she burst
Minas* State University.
Welch. Vickie Kalberer, Paula
day, April 10, at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday. March 21
Feder White.
right into the bathroom. knowing that Rick had gone in there
Vela Miller of Marshall County.
Grandparents are Mr. an d Cook, Janie Lamb, Anita Al•••
country, music show will
111 Maple St. 753-36
Hostesses for the meeting
to shower. [She said she had to get the soiled towels.] She
Mrs. John Gilbert Monarch and kins, Vickie Cathey, Denise Kal- Aheld at the Lynn
EleGrove
be
Mrs.
Redick,
Doll
Mrs.
were
all
Arthur,
opened the door wide—and there stood Rick, stark naked!
Mack
Mrs.
Mr. and
berer, Janet Newberry, Less mentary School at 7:30 p.m.,
Maybell Walker, Miss Jane Raiof Louisville.
Naturally he was mad, and shouted "mother!" So she
Robertson, Barbie Keel, and anonsored by the PTA.
• ••
ney, and Mrs. Virginia HarmeyLisa Morris. Adults present
calmly said, "Oh, be quiet, I used to diaper YOU."
•••
er.
were Mrs. Frances Churchill, The
So, if you know a nice way to get the message across to
Y-Calloway County
An initiation will be held at
mother advisor, Ralph Morris, Shrine Club will
my mother-in-law that we'd like a little privacy, will you
meet at the
the next meeting to be held
and
Dee
Lamb.
please let me know?
e of Mr. and Mrs. William
STUMPED IN MADISON
Monday, April 20, at seven p.m
Se.
E,. Moffett, Panorama Shores,
at Kay's Steak House, Paris,
DEAR STL'MPED: Other Mau telling her, the key in the
at 6:30 .p.a.
The home of Mrs. Robert Ma- Tenn.
•••
sitastitia could be a key for those doors.
• ••
bry, 1512 Kirkwood Drive, was
The Murray High School chapmonthregular
the
of
scene
the
ter of the Future Homemakers
f
Monday, March 23
ly meeting of the Women's
DEAR ABBY: You have printed much about kids who
of America held its regular
The Luther Robertson Ele- Group of St John's Episcopal
study with loud noise for a background; many say they
meeting in the -auditorium on
mentary School PTA will have Church held on Monday evencannot study without it.
Thursday, March 12, at five
potluck supper at the school
At
It'became pay duty to navigate long range aircraft. It
thirV o'clock in the afternoon ' Mrs. Graham Feltner was hos- a 6:30 p.m. Teachers will be ing, March 16.
.pt
the
of
meetilig
the
for
tess
ir
was
Mathis
The 'Nettie Bell Hays Circle
Nancy
Miss
took tins, of wok to learn to do the rapid, intricate task
honored and officers elected
Pete 114tfedge Was th• guest of the Woomera Society of
charge of the program and ex Penny Homemakers Club held
•• •
despite the noise; I used to get lost just because my thinking
aker and reported on the Christian Service of the First
plained about one of the nation on Monday, March 16, at ten
was made fuzzy, and that meant even more, harder work to
Sigma Phi sorority will rogram of Interracial County United Methodist Church met
Beta
hes
at
morning
the
in
o'clock
al prijects, "Decisions That
find myself again in time. But I learned, like all the rest.
meet at the home of Mrs. Bob hich has been meeting regul- in the social hall on Monday
home on the Graham Road.
Count".
Highway 641, at seven any for the past two years. The March 9, at seven o'clock in the
Hopkins,
The noise did another thing. Hours of it, not nearly as
You"
Flatter
That
"Colors
Four skits on character, court
P.m
loud as the kills play their music, damaged my auditory
embership includes represen- evening.
esy, and good looks were pre- was the theme of the lesson
•••
tatives from the clergy, civic
Easter was the theme of the
nerve, destroyed my high frequency hearing. I can no longer
sented by Jennie Jeffrey, Nan- presented by Mrs. Richard ArmThe Creative Arts Department organizations, and other lead- program and Mrs. L. J. Hortin
understand conversation if there is a background noise--Leven
cy Spann, Ann Erwin, Nancy strong and Mrs. Perry Hendon.
Mrs. Delia Graham read the of the Murray Woman's Club ens from the black and white gave a beautiful Easter story
a whispering fan—and no bearing aid can be fitted to help.
Ginn, Jamie Frank, Joyce Woodhave its workshop meeting committees. Rutledge said.
from Hebrews 11:1-3
scripture
giving the hope of life after
Wagen, Jan Shuffett, Rebecca
Like so many others, I was grounded to keep me away from
a.m. with Mesdames
9:30
Feltner
Mrs.
prayer.
in
led
and
death as the results of Jesus'
ar, Anna Johnson, Wanda Rolfe,
the noise; that cost me about $60,000 in flight pay. And being
Wolf1 Ann Warren, Alfred
read the minutes and called the
death and resurrection.
presiHerndon.
Gail
Gardone,
and
Michael
Mrs.
a
primarily
pilot, now of no further use in that job, the
roll. Mrs. Carl Harrell, presi- ion, and John G. Taylor, Jr., as dent, presided and Mrs. Nor- Miss Frances Sexton read the
president,
Hale,
Susan
Miss
noise-caused hearing loss cost me the potentially best part of
ostesses.
from Matthew
led the opening ritual and Miss dent, presided.
man Klapp gave the treasurer's Easter scripture
•••
my career and caused me to become—
F. C. WARE
713, and Mrs. H. Glenn Doran
Celia Simmons gave the devo- The recreational period wai
report
L. C. D. R. U. S. N. R. [Retired]
conducted by Mrs. Vernon j- The Great Books Discussion
sang a beautiful solo, "Were
tion.
will meet at the Murray.
roup
There",
You
Moody.
were
Present for the meeting
cherry
of
Calloway County Library at Refreshments
Dr. Alice Koenecke, circle
CONFIDENTIAL TO DO DO: The reason that the
tea
and
the two advisors, Mrs. G. 7. A potluck lunch was served
coffee,
cake,
cheese
Seven p.m.
chairman, led in prayer and
"average" girl weald rather have beauty than brains is
Lilly and Mrs. A. B. Crass, and at the noon hour.
• ••
were served by Mrs. Mabry to
Those present were Mesdames
conducted the business session.
Leonthe student teacher, Miss Pa
George,
because the"average" num can gee better than be can think.
Bennie
Mesdames
The Murray State University
Feltner, Armstrong, Hendon,
A social hour was held with
Moore
Clifford.
Charlie
Whitmer,
ard
being served ay
Graham, Harrell, Vernon Moo. Women's Bridge group will
refreshments
What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get ,it off
Michael
Zimmerman,
Louis
dy, Brooks Moody, Grace Co- 'meet at the Student Union Garden, Jules Harcourt, Phil the hostesses, Mrs. Harry Sledd,
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 69190, Los Angeles, Cal.
vey, Alton Cole, and Margaret Building at 7:30 p m. If interest- Weydener, and Norman Klapp, Miss Roberta Whitnah, Mrs.
96•61. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
ed in playing call Mn. Max
Nell Boyd.
Ted Ross, and Mrs. C. L. Sherenvelope.
sad Mr. Rutledge.
The next meeting will be Reed 753-8748.
borough.
•
•
•
The home of Mrs. Neva Wat- held April 20 at ten a.m. with
Saturday, March 28
ers on South Fourteenth Street Mrs. Delia Graham as hostess.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
• ••
was the scene of the meeting
The Hazel High School Alum&now.- send SI to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. MOO.
of the Arts and Crafts Club
ni Association banquet will be
held on Wednesday March 11
held at the Murray Woman's
at two-thirty o'clock in the afClub House at ven p.m. M ..ce
ALL CHURNED UP
reservations by March 25 with
ternoon.
Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale,. chairWebdell
the class representatives or
George
Mrs.
mid
Mr.
WASHINGTON (UPI)— The
4asts.4-moies,•presided..-Tosoett eaii was
$2.50 per plate to Tommye
were
tend
Ma.,
Vernon,
Mt.
of
National Milk Producers FederThe Waiting Wives Club held
guests of his sister, by Mrs. Edgar Morris substitutD. Taylor, Box 389, Murray.
ation said today there have weekend
at
party
bingo
the
home
a
of
Tolley and family ing for Mrs. Carl Harrison.
been violations of a tan on the Mrs Bryan
Hand work was displayedeby Mrs. Jan Vance, 811 North 18th
Sunday with their
spent
They
promotion
in
terms
use of dairy
the
members. A card was sign- Street, on Friday, March 13, at.
Charles
and nephew, Dr.
and advdrUsing of margerkie. sbn
of Madison- ed to send to Mrs. Mayme Ren- seven o'clock in the evening.* 0
family
and
Tolley
2,9
The margerine law forbids
Prizes for the party were dodolph ,who is ill.
the use of dairy words'like ville.
Refreshments were served by nated by the local Red Cross
"farm fresh," "butter" or
the hostess to the fifteen mem- chapter,
"churned" in promoting mar- failed to act on the complaints bers present. Two new memRefreshments were served by
WuNily
A NW()
will be bers voted
Mrs. Vance to Mesdames Bren.
and a Senate
gerine.
into
the
club
were
FTC
the
Investigate
Federation officials said the asked to
Mrs Bryan Tolley and Mrs Carl da Estes, Ardath Permit, Bet.
AdVard;j0e3
ty Lawrence, Ann Kelly DodFederal Trade Commission has unless there is enforcement.
Marshall.
son, Mitzi Lax, Debbie Williams,
Patsy Oakley, Judy Scott, and
Betty Baker
eIUCh
The next meeting will be
•N cli.SirfJJ
held on Friday, March 27, at
seven p.m. at the home of Mr.
The
and Mrs. James C.- Williams.
1303 -Doran Road, with !Cs
Debbie Williams as hostess,
•••
hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainteil
surroundings and make
y ou feel at " Horn.'
The Lynn Grove Junior 411
again.
Sweet
12,
March
5, pies
Thursday.
FONIGIfF:
Club met
after the school had closed fin
She will bring gifts and
y
the day,„
vital information from
Thursday, March 19, at 7:30 p.m.
Lisa" Rogers, vice-president,
igliborhimd
your ne.
led in the pledges and conduct
ness and civic leaders.
meeting.
business
the
ed
call Linda Adams
The club members receo,od
project books during 1hr
Phone u3-z3s
their
TOM WRIGHT, Minister,
meeting, according to
Adams, reporter.
I
1st Christi:II- Church, Mayfield
Glen Sims, 441 area extf.r,
4+,w5Awtttfd61:e
SOLOIST GI IS ROBERTSON, JR.
Famous Ftt..t..?
ion agent, attended the met.:
416 Mairt
)n the World •
ing. Leaders present v.ere
BIBLICAL PREACHING — CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
ty Scott, Janice Adams,
N. Side Of Square
Roller, and Betty Anders.a,

By Abigail Van Buren

Betty Riley
Elected President
Alpha Delta Kappa

Penny Homemakers
Club Meets Monday
At Feltner Home

Mrs. L. J. Hortin
Presents Program
Circle Meeting

•• •
Mrs. Neva Waters
Hostess For Meet
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Has Bingo Party
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THURSDAY - MARCH 19, lit70
tivities (each 4-H member's add- burg
(Breekinr
idge);
home
iniress is listed after his or her Provemen
t - Charlene eraname, with the home county '
,raft. Route 2, Mayslick
(Ma
given in parentheses):
Ire).
Achievement (boy)- Freddie
BENTON, Ky., March 18 Price, Route 3, Greensburg
Home management - Mar(Green); achievement (girl) - guerite McConnell, Route 2, Clarence V. Haynes, 71, of Ben
Ginger Tynes, Box 171, Quality Mt. Olivet (Robertson); horse ton Rt. 5 died at 10:25 am
(Logan); agriculture - Jamli and pony - Paula Crafton, Tuesday in the Benton MuniciSharpe, Route 3, Georgetoint Route 1, Robards (Henderson); pal Hospital.
(Scott); automotive - Phyllis horticulture - Marjorie Jones,
He leaves his wife, Mrs. MyrLEXINGTON, Ky. - Ken- Marshall, 1650 Tazwell Dr., IRA- Route 1, Mt. Olivet (Robertson); tle Haynes; one daughter, Mrs.
By Lewis Sharpley
leadership (boy) - Gordon W. 0. May of Houston, Texas;
tucky's 1970 state champions in ingtun (Fayette).
FRANKFORT, Ky. - KenSamples, Route 2, Clinton (Hick- a half-sister, Mrs. Abe Regis39 4-H projects and activities
Beef - Rita Hoskins, Route man); leadership (girl) - Shir- ter of Lakeland, Ga.;
were announced this week by
four grand- tucky farmers must apply this
Miss Helen Horton, UK Ex: 2, Hustonville (Lincoln); bread, ley Thomas, Route 1, Taylors- children and one great-grime- month to qualify for refunds
tension program specialist in - Martha Cohorn, Saltwell Rd-, Ville (Spencer).
of the state tax on gasoline uschild.
Carlisle (Nicholas); career ex- Petroleum power - John
ed for agricultural purposes In
4-H youth development.
Funeral
services are set for
1969.
State 4-H champions are cho- ploration - Pamela Duncan, Lee, Route 3, Maysville (Mason); 1 p.m. Friday
at Filbeck and
James E. Luckett, commisssen from area champions who, Route 1, Dixon (Webster); citi- photography - Charlotte Wil- Cann Funeral
Chapel.
The
Rev.
liams,
1000 Orchard Dr., Rusioner of Revenue, estimated
in turn, have been selected zenship (boy) - Dennis O'Nan,
Gobel
Harris
will
officiate
and
that over 12,000 farmers may
from county
winners, she Route 2, Sturgis (Union); citi- sellville (Logan); Poulin' - bu ri a I
will be in Briensburg receive
pointed out. Selections in each zenship (girl) - Janice Sharpe, Marguerite McConnell, Route 2,
over $700,000 in refunds
Cemetery
.
if they apply no later than
project are based mainly on Route 3, Georgetown (Scott). Mt. Olivet (Robertson); recreaThe
pallbearers will be Jim March 31.
Cansumer education - home tion - Sonja Rhea McCoy, Inez
the work and accomplishments
Grover, Jesse Wright, Abe RegThe State gasoline tax is 7
i,n that particular project and economics - Rebecca Watts, (Martin).
ister, Art Johnson, John War- cents a gallon':
Ninety per cent
o what the project work has 338 Lawrence, Brandenburg Safety - Kenny Costellow,
LOVES ACTING-Mary Franden
Jr.,
and
Robert
Beetle.
Route
2, Russellville (Logan':
of the tax is refundable if the
done for the boy or girl. Work (Meade); clothing - Betsy
ces Crosby. Bing's 10-yeargasoline was used in a tractor
in other 4-11 projects and activ- Polsgrove, Route 1, Frankfort sheep - Jill Votaw, Route 5,
old daughter, is to star in
or some other non-licensed farm
ities, evidence of leadership a- (Franklin); conservation - Mae Harrodsburg (Mercer); straw"Goldllocks," a 30 - minute
implement or vehicle. The other
bility, and participation in cone Calliver, Route 1, Flemingsburg berries - Nancy Bogie, Route
combined live-animation tele10 per cent of the tax is remunity aN1 school activities al (Fleming); dairy - LoVella 1, Richmond (Madison); swine- AWARDS CONTRACT
vision special. Her papa and
Jimmy
Howard,
Box
218,
Elkton
Perkins, Route 4, Camp(Todd);
tained for administrative pur90 are congdered.
mama will appear, but only
dairy foods - Paula Jackson, bellsville (Taylor); woodcraft- WASHINGTON
pose&
The
briefly. Looking
to her
Ail 4-H Wembers submit 1104 Moreland Ave., Owensbo- Donnie Owens, Etoile (Barren); government has awarded a $3 Luckett pointed out that the
mother for approval, Mary
veterinary science - Clay million contract
written recordsand narrative ro (Daviess).
State
tax
on
farm-use
gasoline
d
to Grumman
Frances said, "I love acting
Dog - Marilyn Collins, Rt. Wells, Route 6, Hopkinsville Aircraft
stories of projects and activities
Corp. for design of a is not deductible on state inand I want to take up where
they hive completed during the 1, Lawrenceburg (Anderson); (Christian).
come
tax
returns,
as in the case
300 m.p.h, air cushion vehicle
Mama and Daddy leave off."
year, at well as a summary o electric - Garrott Lyons, Box
designed
to carry people of the federal gasoline tax.
4-H work done in previous 394, Oak Grove (Christian); enM. P. Carpenter, director of
between cities up to 250 miles
years From these records, win tomology - Stephen Kelly, Rt.
the Revenue Department's motapart,
tiers are chosen. Records of are 2, Dry Ridge (Ginni); field
or vehicle tax division, said rechampions are judged for Nat crops - Charles Orange, Route
funds average about $100 per of diesel
Transportation
power and partly to
Secretary
honors by a special eommitt 2, Russellville (Logan); foodsJohn A. Volpe said the vehicle, farm, but some run as low as the general decline in farming.
$20
made up of area Extension a- nutrition - Susan Harding,
and
others
high
as
as
$1,which will be guided by an
In the fiscal year 1968-59 the
gents and Extension subjec Route 2, Mt. Olivet (Robertson).
electric motor and operate 200.
refunds totaled $1,183,523. The
Food preservation - Rosematter speeialists.
Refunds
can be applied for peak was $1,203,083, in
along a track or guideway,
1960Miss Horton noted that final marie Heck, 248 Murnan Rd.,
could be operational in 6 to 10 monthly, but most farmers app- 61. Then came declines to $863,selections of 1970 National 4-11 Highland Heights (Campbel);
ly
the
in
first
quarter
of
the
703 in 1966-67, $837,299 in 1967years, Volpe also said he woulci
Congress delegates and winne ferestry - Stephen Martin,
soon announce, a second con- year, on fuel used in the prev. 68 and $738,556 in 1968-69.
of other outoestate trips have Route 5, Cempbellsville (TAYious
calendar
year.
The number of farmers retract involving an air cushion
lor); health„,(boy) - Mike CosIn the past decade, Carpen- ceiving
not yet been made.
the refunds was 24,:vehicle operating at 150 m.p.h.
ter
said,
Here are the state winne tallow, • Route 2, Russellville
there
has been a stea- 700 in 1954. This shrank
to 200 m.p.h. for short-haul
to 19,
dy decrease in sueh refunds - 550 in
in the different projects and se- (Logan)! health (girl) - Mary
1984 and to only a little
travel.
Nell Jackson, Route 2, Hardinsdue partly to the increased use more
than 13,000 in 1968.
•

SENSING THE NEWS State
By Thurman Sensing
Champions
Southern States Industrial Council Announced
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In voting the Nixon administration into office, the American
people undoubtedly hoped that a
new team would return common
sense to the country's foreign
relations. For almost a decade,
emotionalism and liberal ideology had been substituted for coosiderations of national interest.
Nowhere was this more evident
than in State Department and
White House policy towards the
so-called "emerging" African
countries.

of Britain. The diecumstances
were very similar Settle American colonies' declaration of independence in 1776. The Rhodesians chose the path of,ladependence because they kneel that
was the only way to safeguard
and maintain civilization in that;
country. They looked around
emergence of black dictatorships. They saw much of the
continent sinking into its ancient
saw.

Instead of being helped by other
civilized countries the Rhodesians were lambasted. NevertheThe Nixon administration has less, the Rhodesians showed what
sought to apply common sense self-reliance can achieve. The
to some foreign relations proble- U.N. - imposed sanctions honored
ms and areas, but in other
areas by the Johnson administration,
Its efforts have fallen short
of only served to help Rhodesia
the mark. The pernicious influ- build up its home industries and
ence of the State Department, commerce. Trading nations such
which hasn't received the house- as France, West Germany, Italy
cleaning that is needed,is clearly and Japan have continued to do
visible. It was visible in recent business with Rhodesia and indays when Secretary of State vest in its future.
William P. Rogers announced
Every consideration of practhat the U. S. consulate in Sal- ticality dictates U. S. recogniisbury, Rhodesia, would be clos- tion of a country that is working
ed. During his recent swing thr- and prospering - and that is
ough black African countrie
s, committed to the struggle agaMr. Rogers heard much
criti- inst communism. It is impossibcism of Rhodesia - and the
le to give a logical argument
Consulate there - from several for non-recognition, for support
of the African dictators and str; Of sanctions, or for withdrawal
ongmen.
of the U. S. Consulate.
The United States recognizes
Now, obviously, the closing of Nigeria,
though its forces killed
the consulate isn't the adminis- over one
million lbo tribesmen.
tration's biggest decision in the It recogniz
es the revolutionary
area of foreign policy, but it has government
of Libya, which is
symbolic importance that will forcing the U. S.
Air Force to
be noted throughout Africa and evacuate
the vital Wheelus Air
around the world. The action Base, The
United States recogshows (1) that the Nixon admin- nizes Kenya,
though the black
istration is as susceptible'as Kenya regime
imprisons its polthe Johnson administration to the itical foes and
is busy squeezing
influence of the British Labor out the Indian
population. The
government and(2) that the State U. 5, recogniz
es Zambia which
Department is still eager to app- is nationalizing foreign
- owned
ease the black African regimes mines; and Tanzania
, which is
that were catered to by the Kenn- a one-party nation
with close
edy and Johnson administrations. political ties to the Communi
st
In the process, the U. S. nat- Chinese,
ional interest has suffered. If
If the U. S. State Department
the Nixon administration wanted can accept recognition
of these
to signal to the world that it sou- brutal, demagogic and anti-Amerght a more reasonable and 000- Scan countries, thee it should be
structive policy towards Africa, able to favor recognit
ion ofRhodit would have kept the Salisbury esia, which is populate
d by vetconsulate open. Moreover, it
erans of World Waslj and which
would have gone ahead and recog- Is capitalist in
its economic sysnized the new Republic of Rhod- tem and firmly on
the Western
esia.
side In the cold war. That the
On the African scene, Rhod- State Department opposes
recogesia is one of the success stor- nition is evidence of its
irrationies. Self-governing and self-su- al bias against civilised
, Europporting since 1923, Rhodesia pean-led governments in Africa.
In 1965 declared its independence In short, emotionalism
rules
over considerations of American
national interest. This rule endangers America's security, for
the nation's foreign policy ought
not to be made on the tests of
the personal prejudices of policymakers in the State Dept.
The tragedy is that President
Nixon has gone along with this
State Department emotionalism.
Realistic citizens can only hope
NAPERVILLE, Ill.-Ken-Ten - and insist
- that the promised
Lakes, Inc., a Tennessee corpo- reforms
of the State Department
ration, has opened a tourist- foreign and
policy-making be put
travel information center near into effect and
that formal U. S.
Naperville, promoting the Likes recognition be accorded the Re.
Area of Western Kentucky and public of Rhodesia, as clear evidTennessee.
ence that the Nixon administraAccording to Kenneth Cundiff, tion intends to inaugurate a new
president of the organization, the era in foreign policy.
office was opened to better adquaint Chicago area residents Corned Beef Mediterranean
with Kentucky Lake, Barkley- 3 to 4-pound
corned beef
Lake and The Land Between the
brisket
Lakes.
Water to cover
The information center Is /
1
2 cup Chili sauce
.
staffed from 9 a.m to 9 p.m. 2 tablespoons
lemon juice
Color movies, slides and bro- 1 teaspoon capers,
drained
chures are provided, and staff
Cover corned beef brisket
members are always available with
water. Cover tightly
for questions and answers.
and simmer slowly 3 to 4
Kentucky Lake was developed hours or
until meat ircenby the Tennessee Valley Authori- der.
Remove meat from
ty, while Barkley. Lake was cooking
liquid. Place meat,
built and developed by the fat side
up, on a rack in
United States Army Corps of an open
roasting pan. ComEngineers. The Land Between bine chili sauce,
lemon juice
the Lakes is a 170-thousand acre and capers. Spread
on meat.
recreational preserve that is Bake in a
moderate oven
maintained and regulated by the (350°F.) 30 minutes
or until
TVA.
glaze is set. 6 to 8 servings.

& TIMES - MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

Clarence Haynes
Dies In Benton

FARMERS MUST
APPLY FOR GAS
TAX REFUNDS NOW

(11,0 -

GET
ATTENTION

'nemionnMl-Annessi4

Free Balloons, Lollipops
and Puppets

JCW

Grand Opening'
Special

Promotion
Of Lakes
Area Beui

KEN TEN ANGUS FARM

1:11111'

OIIE

sr

1111113113!

OFFER GOOD THROUGH
SUNDAY,MARCH 22

Two fantastic patties of beef,open-flame-broiled to seal in cookout flavor!100% pure beef.-And a jumbo piece of Kraft cheese.And
Burger Chef's secret recipesauce.It's a meal in a million served on
a fresh,th ree-layertoasted bun.Buy.one.The second-snieWon

•
41°
,,,Get A Bargain On A Bun .
Stop in and introduce yourself to a Big Sher
/treat's on us at our Grand Opening. now thre,oh
Sunday. March 22. It's our way of saying "hi"

If you insist on spending money . . Here's •
line-up of good eating. Try every iteml

MEET SOME NEW FRIENDS

Dispersion Sale of Registered
Angus Cattle
Wednesday, March 25 - Hickman, Ky. - 10 A.M.
On Farm 6 Miles North of Union City. Tenn.
Halt. 116 - Ky. Tenn. State Line Road
Herd on Tenn. Performance Test Program
Accredited tor TB and Brucellosis
• 23 BULLS - including Ank. Puritan (3 int. & possession). Mk. Jingo 51. Eileenmere KT66 and other good
bulls.
• 105 COWS. 50 with Calves • 24 2-Yr. Old Heifers Bred
to Ank. Puritan 12 Open Heifers Ready to breed.
. MR. IL MRS. PARNELL GARRIGAN & ROBERT
Owners
Phone Jordan,
Rt. 4 Hickman N
502 883 5077
FLOYD DIEVERT - Danville, Ky. - Sale Manager

411311 IONE

MENU

4
Vsmalrlor
Oa, Din' Mn

1116.715 'ammo
NMI MIR MOW

Rana 14..•••4
nay War. N..

Sunday 111/01.01 TUMMY

14,040. ••••.,
sfir, •

10 ..m,-11

Friday-Saturday - 10 a.m. 1 a.m.
WHEItt?
MAYFIELD BURGER CHEF
718 Paris Road
MURRAY BURGER CHEF
1310 W. Main St.

HAMEIWIGERS

p.m.

sew

Food good enough to leave home for '
718 Paris Road Mayfield
1310 West Main Street Murray
p.

Big Shef
Super Shef
Roast Beef
Hamburgers
Cheeseburgers
Hot Fish Sandwiches
French Fries „
Apple Turnover
'Milk Shakes
Coca-Cola
'Orange Drink
Root Beer
Coffee
Milk
/
1
4

490
RN
604
23e
27e
350
204
20e
.25e-35e
15t-25e
150-25(
15f-25
150
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Public Health Association To
Hold Convention April 1,2,3
The 22nd annual convention of fare Legislation."
•
the Kentucky Public Health Association will be held in LouisMedical Care - Parlors B and
ville, April 1, 2, 3 at the Kea- C, 9:30 a.m.
(1) Merwynn Green.
tucky Hotel.
ley, Ph.D., Kaiser-Permanente,
Speakers will include aphysio- Portland, "Group
Practicethvoltan and a microbiologist from vernal of Service
s to the Indigo.
NASA, the author of Sex Without nt"(2) Harvey
Estes, M.D.,ChaBabies, and an ecologist from ir man, Department
of Community
the University of Kentucky.
Medicine, Duke University MediRegistration for the conven- cal School, Durham, N.C.,
"Phytion will begin at 9 a.m., April sician Assistants."
1, in the hotel lobby. The first Nurses - Terrac
e Room, 9:30
general session will be in the a.m. (1) Maurice Clay,
AdminisFlag Room at 2 p.m., with K.P.- trator, Enviro
nmental Health and
ILA. president, Joseph W. Ska- Safety, General Electri
c Applianggs, D.V.M., an epidemiologist ce Park, Louisville, "Indust
rial
with the State Department of He- Health and Microwave
Ovens"
alth, Frankfort, presiding.
2) 10:45 a.m., Steve Thrasher, WANTED A warrant was issued in Chicago for arrest of
K.P.H.& is an independent or- Instructor, Civil
Engineering,
ganization whose membership is'I • 511 Scientific School, Univer- Cathlyn P. Wilkerson
interested in recognizing and fiof Louisville, "The Third 'above., New York. on her
failure to appear in court to
nding solutions for the health I. ollution."
.
face charges stemming frothproblems of the citizens and the
commonwealth. The group numThe third general session will a demonstration in October
be April 2 at 2 p.m. in the Flag sponsared by women of the
bers approximately 1,000.
The keynote speaker for the Room. Richard D. Vaughn, Dir- Weatherman faction of
first session on Wednesday af- ector of the Bureau of Solid S.D.S. Sbewilso is v,•antectfor
ternoon will be Wayne H. Davis, Waste Management, U. S. Public questioning about an exploPh.D., professor of zoology, Un- Health Service, will speak oo sion that destroyed her faiversity of Kentucky, whose topic "Solid Waste and Space Age." ther's Greenwich Village
will be "An Ecologist Looks at "Air Pollution in This Space townhouse in New York,
Famine, Overpopulation , and Age" will be the next topic, where a . virtual bomb facEnvironmental Quality as They with Robert L. Harris, Jr., Dir- tory Was "found. She is 24.
Relate to Health." The commi- ector, Bureau of Abatement and
ssioner of the State Departinent Control, National Air Pollution
of Health, Russell E. Teague, Control Administration, as speM.D., M.P.H., will also address aker. The final speech of the aftthe opening session.
ernoon session will be "Water
The second general session, Pollution in Space," by Ralph
April 1, 7:30 p.m., in the Flag C. Pickard, Executive Director,
Room, will feature Al Leggett, Kentucky Water Pollution ConDirector, Labor Raiasinns,
trol Commission.
troll, speaking on "A Look atthe
A dance for K.P.H.& memSeventies - l7ni1niz2tion of Pub- bers, free admission, will be
lic Service Employees."
held Thm•sday night, 9 p.m. to ATLANTA, Ga. - Thirty jobThursday morning will be giv- 1 a.m., in the Flag Room, *ith lessunderemployed
en to section meetings.The grou- music by The Graduates.
kians will be given on-the-job
ps, speakers, and subjects will
The fourth general sessioil, training (OJT) in health-care on.
be
Friday, will be at 9 a.m. in the
under a manpower deClerks - Flag Room, 9 a.m. Flag Room "Health itnNitaffolis veropineni and training act(MD.
(1) John Osborn, President, The of Maimed Space Travel" will be TA). contract with the InternatKentucky League of Sportsmen, the subject of Storey Musgrave, ional Association of RehabilitaRussell Springs, "Boa Kentucky M.D., physician astronaut,NASA, tion Facilities, Incorporated,
Sportsman" (2) Professor Doug- and James McQueen, DNA., according to William U. Norlas Nelland, Director of ffeCre• D.P.H.,Chief Microbiologist,Lu- wood, regional manpower admination, Eastern Kentucky Univer- nar Receiving Laboratory,
istrator, U. S. Department of
sity, Richmond, and Mrs. Neil- NASA.
Labor.
professional magicians,
The occupations include rehabA business meeting will felloWlilltation nurse-aide
"ESP and You"(3)Mirror Room,
physical-thwhich
will
include
electio
an
n o erapy aide, home-care
1 p.m., Terry Hoffman, Division
aide, reoofficer
s.
Another
conventloi reation
of Physical Science, Morehead
aide, activity - program
State University, Morehead, highlight will be the yearly awar aide, and psychiatric aide.
ds to an individual and an organ
"This Atomic World."
Where possible, recruitment
Community Health and Health ization for outstanding contrIto will be from among 21 to
23tion
to
public
health.
The
awar
Educators - Ship Room, 9 a.m.,
year old Neighborhood Youth Co"Should Areawide.Planning Ag- is given to those not Involve rps enrollees who have had
work
work of the State Depar
encies Be Given
Sanction
esperience in occupations relator Legal AutborilrP• speaking nighof Health or in the county ed to rehabilitation of the handldepartments.
for: W. C. "Wood" McCue, Ex- h
Registration will be $4 per caPPedecutive Director, ComprehenThe National Contract, in whisive Health Planning Council of day for non-members, or $1 ch 375 jobless persons will be
for
the
entire
convent
ion. Mem trained for 4 to 26
South Florida, Miami; Against
weeks in subTed Kaap, Associate Director, hors' dues are $2 plus a regis- professional and non - license
d
tration
fee of $6 for the coo
C.C.S. Health Planning Council
occupations in the rehabilitation
for Greater Poston, Boston. A tion.
field, and 125 selected permanent
Dr. Joseph Skaggs, President,
discussion will follow.
employees will receive skill upstates
that
the
Kentuck
y
Public
Health Officers and Adminisgrading for about 20 weeks. The
Health
Associa
tion
fulfills
a vital contract also provides pre-job
trative Assistants - Room 317,
9 a.m. (1) H. Curtis Wood, Jr., role as an independent voluntary classroom instruction for trainorganiz
ation dedicated to "BettM. D., Medical Field Consulees through the cooper ation of the
tant, Association for Voluntary er Health For All Kentuckians". Office of Education, Department
Sterilization, New York. "Vol- Anyone who shares this bitetest of Health, Education, and Welfa.
untary Sterilization" (2) Merritt is welcome to join the associa- re. The 72 hours of classroom
F. Diet; Jr., Commissioner, tion and or attend all or any instruction will include reading
Kentucky Department of Econ- portion of this year's timely, improvement, English, writing
,
omic Security, "Pending Wel- outstanding program.
oral communication and math.
A total of $113,405 has been provided for this supplemental instruction.
Employers will pay the trainees in accordance with prevailing
wage standards of the Federal
minimum wage rate.
The Kentucky contract calls
for a Federal investment of
NDI
rmorcide
$30,000.

Kentuckians

Get Training

DAYTONA BEACH DUO

SMOeaTEL

- MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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government Crackdowns On Air
Pollution Have Backfired Says
Veteran Atmospheric Scientist

pervasive bluish and grayish
By WILLIAM B. MEAD hazes that increasingly limit
the visibility of distant hills and
WASHINGTON (UPI)
- Mountains and even
the ground
Government crackdowns on air
seen from a high flying
pollution have largely backfired as
plane."
by hiding pollution sources and
,We have to rethink how
producing "pervasive bluish
we put our industrial facilities
and grayish hazes. . .over at togethe
r," Schaefer said. ".
least half of the United States,"
.We ought to outlaw chimneys..
CRIME COUNCIL — Pictured at • meet ing of
according to a veteran atmosthe Purchase Area Crime Council are
,We ought to design a new (from left)
Miss Florence Edmonds, Paducah; Mrs. June
pheric scientist.
Anderson, Branton; Charles 0.
approach so we have horizontal Davis, Police
Judge, Mayfield; Robert Holt, Paducah;
"Pollution control agencies chimney
Police Chief James M. Brown, Murs, and
make
the ray; and Police Chief Cletus
have succeeded in eliminating
Sullivan, May field. The group met Monday
particles as big as possible so Building, Mayfiel
night at the REA
nearly all visible sources of air
d.
get
can
we
them
out
(Photo by Joe Hayden)
by
contamination in many urban
localities," Vincent J. Schaefer gravity.
". . .Once it gets out as this
per hour - and a budget cut of
told the Senate's air and water
about $15,000 from last spring
pollution subcommittee Mon- bluish haze there's no way in
the world to get it back."
made the move necessary.
day.
However, he said any suppleSchaefer, who
has been
mentary funding before the end
measuring
atmospheric parof the fiscal year Attie 30 will
ticles for more than 25 years, HOCKEY MOVES
be utilized in the work program
Said exhaust and smokestack
because there are 75 to 100
emissions have merely switched
ST. LOUIS (Un- The Phi- Students at Murray State UnProgram, $150,400 for 538 stu- students with job applications
from the "heavy" particles of ladelphia Flyers called te, iversity depending on financial
dents; Educational Opportunity in and plenty of jobs availab
le
the past to gasses and small goalie Dune Wilson and de- aid through six federal govern- G
ment programs administered by rant Program, $65,000 for 256 on campus.
particles which produce a haze fenseman
Ralph
MacSweyn the
student
s;
Nursin
g Student Loan
school are feeling the pinch
"All we need is money," he
and remain in the air until Thursday from the Quebec
Program, $4,550 for 20 students; said.
cleaned out by rain or snow,
Aces of the American Hockey of the austerity move by Presi- Nursin
g Scholarship Program;
dent Nixon.
The subcommittee, chaired League. $5,850 for 18 students; Cuban
*5*
by Sen. Edmund S. Muskie,
The two players were sum- Federal funds available for the Student
Loan Program, $500 for
Maine, called Robert H. Finch, moned because of injuries to spring semester have been reone
student
Real
;
and
rusher
the
Federal
secretary of Health, Education defenseman Joe Watson and duced by almost $80,000 from Work Study Program, about
the same semester a year agoNEW
and Welfare (HEW) to testify Wayne Hillman.
YORK (UPI) $135,0
00 for 363 students.
dropping from $440,775 in 1969
Chris Gilbert, who played foottoday on the Nixon administraMcDoug
al
noted
that
to
the
$161,3
max00
this
year.
ball for the University of Texas
tion's air pollution proposals.
Johnny McDougal, coordinator imum number of work hours 196648, is the
Both Nixon's bill and a rival
only major colper
week
in
the
work - shady lege player to
of student financial aid at the
package offered by Muskie
gain 1,000 yards
progra
m
has
been reduced from rushing for
university, said federal assistanwould sharply increase the
three season. He
ce to students through loans, 15 to 12. He said a higher wags finished his college
federal role in combatting air
career with
scale
from..
$1.30
grants
to
and
the work program
$1.45 3,231 yards.
pollution. Nearly all regulation
at
Murray
State was cut about
so far has been * states and
20 per cent from fiscal year
cities.
1968-69 to 1969-70.
Congress passed- an—KE'
"President Nixon's
recent
Pollution Act in 1967 calling for
veto of the appropriation bill for
air quality standards by region,
the
health,
education and welfare
but only
of 57 proposed
package has meant a drastic
regions have been designated
reduction in the amount of fedand only one - Philadelphia.PEOPLE to eat Aunt Jemima Paneral aid available to students
has submitted standards and
cakes and Aunt Jemima Syrup
at
the
univers
ity,"
he explained.
had them approved.
He added that he still has
Schaefer, director of the
Saturday, March 28, 1970
"some hope" for additional monAtmospheric Sciences„Ftesearch
— 4 a.m. p.m. —
ey during the next fon months
Center, State University of New
at
of the current fiscal year when
York, in Albany, testified he
funding for the revised version
MAPLE LEAF CAFE
was "dismayed by the all
of the health, education and weland
fare bill, which was signed by
RUD
Y'S
PRINCESS ANNE looks chic
RES
TAURANT
President Nixon March 5, is annan her wide-brimmed hat
Sponsored by MURRAY CIVITAN CLUE
ounced.
as
All the Pancakes You Can Eat
she smiles for school
His breakdown of the financial
children in Christchurch,
for
awards
and
the number of stuNew
$1
•
00
Zealand, during the British
dents who are participating inoval family's tour.
cludes:
National Defense Student Loan

By L

FRANKFi
of educatio
counties ha
million and
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MSU Students Depending On
Gov't Aid Are Feeling Pinch

WANTED!!
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"my *ft*
Pre-,stIcm-linArtt .,
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***
**

* THE TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP
AND
*
DOR-MAE FASHION SHOP
RUNNING Turned do%kn Iv
the U.S. Suprelne Court
bid to succeed himself
ir srice, Gov. Lester Maddox
,.f
Georgia announced in
Atl.,rta that he will run for
lieutenant governor, but hils
p,t• derided which
part.,

ARE GOING TO TREAT THEIR CUSTOMERS
WITH BIG, BIG BARGAINS!!
111/312i14 to
Some Reeks el

1217 27 S ATLANTIC AVE

'Ilf

e

DRESSES I SUITS
VI OFF

SPRING MERCHANDISE
1/2 PRICE & /
1 3 OFF

BE.1CH MOTEL

il'1!1 (I'
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Purc
Thro

We Have Racks of

1233 S. ATLANTIC AVE

19. ire

•

•

•

A D
We Even Have One Group et

As weather is still cool, these
will be just right!

SWIM ,YEAR

,, •

"Nligr•‘
°‘
Group of

KNOln SLACKS

0
1°
106 Units
offering a choice of
beautiful Motel Rooms, Efficiencies and Bedroom Apartments.
all attnictively decorated and providing elegant comfort

\??'

All units have worn-controlled Air-Conditioning and
Heat. Tile Bathrooms
with Tub & Shower, Radio, HiFi Music. TV, Room
Phones, Private Balconies.

f(11{

fli. 1:( I)" I) \1\1! `.

613 SILVER BEACH AVE

'I.IJDAYTONAIJ REACH, FLORIDA
All 3
minutes

„ust
from Goff Courses The.fres Yoglil I
t4hops. Restaurants. Sporting Events horned I. knurl. stirs, lubs.
terns
MMMMMMMMMMMM ow as us an
au an 00, al* ell

For Information on All 3 Motels Send Coupon To.
I
Motel,

Name
L

Add re—
State

S Atlanta

siker Sand-.

Nai
2 price
/
1

limit 1 Per

• The
• Sete
• Babi
Ages
• Port
Stori

Come In and See Our New Spring Merchandise
To All Girls Concerned with Graduation, Proms or maybil.Spring Wedding . . . There's everything you
need
at Dor-Mae Fashions!
- 'So Come Iii and See the Beautiful
Formal Wear Now!

!

liverQandsMOTEL
Daytona Beach. Florida
Please send color brochure and Inff.r
See nip
11 Lido Item 1,

e CIO

/
1
4OFF
ALL SPRING COATS

• Fresh water Swimming Pools
• Shuffleboard Courts
• Ocean view Dining Rooms, featuring
superb food

4

Some with Matching Tops

P*4

(

THE TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP
DOR-MAE
SJILONS
AND

I

**

(
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I,
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"
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Purchasing Of School Buses
Through State Saves Millions

er

TIMES
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air's study had smoked an average of 12.7 years before quitting
and usually smoked a pack-and-a
half a day. During the first month
of quitting, the mean weight of
the group rose 6 pounds — from
188 pounds to 194. The heart rate
on buses alone, there can be
By Lewis Shareley
dropped slightly. So did the cholsome realization of how much
esterol level.
THURSDAY COUPLES
FRANKFORT, Ky, — Board' more would be saved the taxSmoking — and stopping smoloBOWLING LEAGUE
payers
if
quantit
y buying were
of education in Kentucky's 120
ing—bas striking effects on the
Week of 3-12-70
extende
Losing
d to other school needs,"
weight is a national human body.
counties have saved at least $4
Standings:
W. I..
obsessi
million and possibly as much as N. B. McCubbin, State director
Pin Busters
It is possible that cutting cal/
2 getting on. Quitting smoking is
621
/
2 331
to be one.
$10 million by mass buying of of purchases, commented.
Night Owls
oric intake and increasing phy59
37
He cited HB 204, which would
Some smokers, though, say sical exercises after quitting smschool buses through the State
Spares
/
2 they
/
2 371
581
are reluctant to quit becau- oking may keep down any weight
Division of Purchases in the last permit school districts, cities
Red Birds
58 38 se
smoking
and counties to buy all their
cuts their appetite. gain. But Dr. Glausuer regrets
nine years.
Rockets
58 38 If
they stopped smoking, they that his research did
A law passed by the General supplies at State-discount levels.
Reapers
/
2 401
551
/
2
not include
would eat more and gain weight, a controlled study
Assembly in 1956 permits school The bill passed the House unanidiet and exerBefudd
they
led
Four
argue.
47
49
mously
and
is
Unconvi
now
in
ncing
the Senate.
boards to order their buses
excus- cise.
Turtles
47 49 es to keep right on smoking, Whatever the
Yandell noted that the trend
through the State instead of at the
weight gain, the
Rolling
Stones
42
usually.
34
of school buses has been away
But the facts are that hazards of continuing to smoke
higher local price levels.
Alley
Cats
41 55 many people do put on pounds far outweig
It was not instil 1962 that the from smaller capacities and inh the advantage of a
Benots
401
/
2 55% when they kick the habit.
law was implemented, Louis A. creasingly to 60-passenger buses
slim figure. And 21 million AmL
S.
D.
Plus
37
1
Why
59
the
or
larger.
weight
Orders
from
gain
for some ericans have managed to kick the
local
Yandell, director of Pupil TraRollers
35 61 ex-smokers? It may not be an in- habit.
nsportation for the EchicationDie
ds reflect this:
Strikes
31
crease
63
in
...food consumption at For, more facts about smokin
partment, said. In that year the
g,
High Team Genie SC
1969 1970
all, says Dr. Stanley C. Glaus- see your local
State took bids and placed a con- 6-passenger
tuberculosis and
Night
Owls
693 ner, professor of pharmacology
4
10
tract for
respiratory disease association.
328 buses costing 8-passenger
Rockets
679 at Temple University School of It's
5
6
$1,492,555.11. For a few years 4-passenger
a matter of life and breath.
Reapers
677 Medicine in Philadelphia.
89 66
previous to 1962 some school
High Timm 3 genies SC
enger
. 92 73
On
the
basis of his own exboards had made smaller savin- 6-passenger
Reapers
2037 periments with male volunteers,
310 385 DRAFT
gs by ordering bus chassis thrDIRECTOR—Curtis W.
Night Owls
1945
Dr. Glausner reports that definCurried Pork
Tarr, 45, 6-foot, 3-inch World
ough the State.
Pin Busters
otal Buses
1878 ite changes in the body's meta500 540
War II draftee, holds a news
"Practically all board-owned
Nigh Team Game HC
bolism take place when a person
conference in Washington
school buses in Kentucky have
Reapers
The following table shows the
812 quits smoking. For one thing, 11
/
2 pounds boneless pork
after President Nixon named
been bought through the State creased spendin
Strikes
810 the body does not consume as
g for school
shoulder, cut in 14 x
him to be director of Selecin the past three years," Yandell
Night Owls
es through the State
797 much oxygen. This change alone
x 3-inch strips
tive
Service
to succeed resaid.
High Team 3 Games HC
$1,494555 tired
can cause weight gain, accord2 tablespoons lard or
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey.
In the nine-year period,the Sta- 963.
Reapers
2394 ing to Dr. Glausner.
$1,765,920 Tarr
drippings
is an assistant Air
te has bought 3983 buses for local 964
Strikes
2267 The volunteers in Dr. Glaus$1,788,994
school boards, at a total cost of 1965 .
Force secretary.
Night
Owls
2257
$1,707,859
$20,949,854.50, or an average of 1966
Nigh Ind. Geese
$1,908,071
$5260 per bus.
1967
313
$2,739,913 a play. Art exists di the world T. C. Hargrove
•
Officials differ on the extent 1968.
211
$2,811,560 in various forms, many of which Delmer Brewer
of the savings.
Am
Lea
210
969
$3,334,318 are not considered art.
"Conservatively , the amount 1970
The May elementary art Owen Norswortby
$3,400,660
saved through mass buying was
Marily
n
Parks
189-190
program consists of an art teaat least $1,000 per bus back in
186
cher giving instructions in Carol Hill
1962," Yandell said.
181
thinly-four classrooms (average Wanda Nance
High Ind. 3 Gallia 'SC
• So far this year the boards
30 students each) for an hour have ordered 540 buses through
once every two weeks. Each T. C. Hargrove
166
the State. Most orders axe plaochild pays one dollar a year.for Fred Stalls
ass
Delme
r
ed early in the year, to take
Brewer
art supplies, and the Beard of
Marily
advantage of lower bids that are
n Parks
Education allows three hundred
525
possible when plants ordinarily
dollars for unconsumed meter- Betty Dixon
480
Wanda Nance
slow down production, but more
480
Polly Owen
buses will be ordered later this
467
Nigh Ind. Gam* NC
year.
flexibl
Jim
block
A
time
of
e
(six
Lea
While equipment and specifiMan has used art for many
250
cations vary, purchasing offi- purposes over the centuries. He periods) during a two week Owen Norsworthy
249
period
this
being
is
used
Delmer
year
Brewer
cials say that the amount saved lives, conducts business and
227
on the price of the average bus worships in works of art. He to make-up classes missed, for Carol Hill
244
221
is easily from $2000 to $2500, uses it to ornament homes, of. special projects and for addi- Wanda Nance
215
sometimes running as high as fices and churches. He finds tional classes needed to finish Marilyn Parks
215
art when he is entertained at projects already started. Class- Jean Butterworth
64000.
Nigh Ind. 3 Games 14C
"When this much can be saved the movies, watches TV or sees room teachers and children
seem delighted for extra art Jim Lea
644
periods. It is not unusual- to Don Mohlman
813
Owen
find
the
regular
classro
Norswo
om tearthy
*el****et*****et
606
et*eingen2estueetel-ast-is-sa*41-t
cher in art-time working right Carol Hill
604
Wanda Nance
along with her students.
603
The art program stresses Marilyn Parks
600
many two and three dimensional
High Averages (Men)
activities planned around sub- Jim Neale
188
jerl-matter,
classroom
needs T. C. Hargrove
187
arid interests, found materials, Fred Stalls
178
traditional and new materials. Lyman Dixon
178
Oiganization, expc:.mentation, L. J. Hendon
177
and working proceedures play Delmer Brewer
LEDGER & TIMES
176
an equal part to finish proHigh Averages (Women)
ducts. The development of Marilyn Parks
North 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
163
skills, technical understanding Betty Dixon
160
at art, visual awareness, enjoy- Joye Rowland
148
V-414.-71tete1-1414-20-414-eletlit el-le**41--1*********40 mer.: and
appreciation is the Wanda Nance
147
goal on the elementary level.
Patsy Neale
146
At Murray High, art is taught Isabel Pasts
146
as an elective subject including
certain concepts as well as fact'
Spicy Glaze Adds
ual knowledge about its past,
present and the people involv- Zest to Popul
ar
ed. It is taught as an activity
with certain skills, terms, and Corned Beef
practices and as an intellectual
Corned beef is always a
process with certain habits,
thoughts and disciplines that welcome taste treat. Great'
must be exercised while creat- just simmered slowly in liqing or viewing creations. Toler- uid, it's superb when extra'
ahce and respect toward others are added.
efflrts, an open-minded attiTry spreading chili sau(..
tude towaed - experimental work,
lemon juice and capers or]
a feeling of resp7nsibility
the organization and mainten- the meat after braisinr
ance of the classroom, mater- suggests Reba Staggs, horn,
ials and equipment and the economist for the Nation
al
recognition of individual free- Live Stock and
Meat
Board
dom and restrait are traits that Then
just bake until th,
students begin to acquire in an
gIare-1I—Set
art course.

BOWLING Don't Worry
STANDINGS Over Gain

In Weight

cll
III 0.
1, Men
to REA
IsYden)
iget cut of
ast spring
ary.
ny suPPle"
re the end
lbe 30 will
'k program
75 to 100
pplications
s available
loney," he

(UPI) —
eyed footy of Texas
major col.
,000 yards
on. He
aster with

an-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Female horse
5 Cover
8 Flat-bottomed
boat
12 Encourage
13-Tierra del
Fuegan Indian
14-At this place
15-Go
17-Looked
condescendingly
19-Run away to be
married
20-Walks unsteadily
21-Paper measure
23-Girl's name
24-Rodent
26-Stations
28-Parcel of land
31-Part of -to be"
32-Definite article
33-Pronoun
34-Possesses
36-Mounds
38-Edible seed
39-South African
Dutch
41-Close securely
43-Babylonian abode
of dead
45-Old saw
48 Feast
50-Made amends
51-DdIseed
52-Small rug
54-Tear
55-Foundation
56 Employ
57 Girl's name

3-Rumor
4-Russian stockade
child
6-Preposition
7-Crony (collc414
8-Precipitous
9-Breakfast food

10-City in Russia
11-Marries
16-Harvest
18-Periods of time
22-Roadside hotel 35-Platforms
23-Walks
36 Drag
37-Chair
24-Cheer
38-Heavenly
body
25-Wine cup
40-Winged
27-The urial
42,Worship
29-Be in debt
43-Desert dweller
30-Afternoon party 44-Rockfish

if

46 Short for
gentleman
(vulgar)
47-Icelandic
writing
19 large bird
50 Devoured
53 Coniunctfon

DOWN
1 Mpnufactured
2 Son of Adam
Duitr. by United Feature Syedicelloi nr19
-

sc

Art In The
Murray City
School System
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WE'RE DOING OUR-.

WANTED TO BUY ...

CLEAN COTTON RAW

MARCH 19-20

When you buy any size
sundae...we'll give you
another for 1c.
Come out and do your thing.
:ring a friend.

Five classes—two junior high,
twsi Alt I, and one Art fl—
are offered this year. The suggested curriculum by the State
Department includes drawinf,
painting, printmaking, 3-dimensional construction, lettering,
ceramics, sculpture; weaving,
stitchery, enameling, and art
history and appreciation. Eaciu
student pays a fee of $3.00 to
purchase consumable materials
while the Board of Education
•
purchases equipment and audiovisual aids such as films, slides,
art books and periodicals
as
far as the art budget
will allow.
OF YOUR CHILD
The art classroom, which is
inlet: I Per Person / 2 Per Family / Grouos 41.47 Per Person cated on. the second floor
I
of
the Arta Building, was origina
• The Lasting Gift
lly • designed to provide
work• Select from Several Poses
ing space but no storage
space.
• Babies and Children of All
Two cabinets have been
built
Ages
to provide storage for 40
stu- • Portraits Delivered in
dents, however, 107 student
s
Store
participate in the art progra
m.
Five work tables that had
Photographers Hours Daily: 10 to 1 & 2 to 7
previously been used in the Home
Sunday 1 to 6
Economics Department provide
space for 4 Audents with drawMarch 19th - 22nd.
ing boards, but due to the
large
enrollment in the art program, 67 YEARS AGO, %%!,.'n I , \'
.t..1 gi• I. Sit,
11 .
ly d..
5 or 6 students must use this
n.ited
ilolLit
space.
With all the problems of
11111
111.111. I
/110111
crowded rooms, lack of storage
hip
111111, r1
1.11,I
and equipment, the student is
•I
I. ,I1
still encouraged to think clear
thi,
11:44i HI. V, IP
P
ly and plan carefully as he ex
in
11,11;4. \ III.' .111 III,
periences a greater sensitivity
1,11 .11
'int I. ill,
-Murray, Kentucky
I
11 11
and atsareness of art related to
••••••••-••••
•••••
•
•
•
••••4N•4•••••••
living.
•
••
•IMP*•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24 350, or 450

Mothers!
8",v10"

Natural Color Portrait

Eat,drink and be merry!

00
4

9

Main Street

t.ory

1.47o k:•••

f-ore

Murray, Ky.
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WARD-ELKINS

single

IN
Inch reeler. Phan

Thanks again, to the great people of Murray and the surrounding area,the response to last week's ad was
proof, to do business today a dealer has to buy right to sell
right. We now have four stores and you profit by our buying power. This is the last ad of our Big Anniversary
Sale, and we have gone to our suppliers, made some
special buys and to end the greatest sale we have ever had. We will list all that is left, priced to save you money!

FRIGIDAIRE WASHERS DRYERS

RCA.-..First in Color TV!

Catch us with our prices
down and SAVE,SAVE,

CLOW
cafe-erten
hardware
Walston

W carpet
Clean it
glow. Us
electric

1954 FOE
meat. On
tivator, a
3353.

1952 FOR
and culti
Excellent
Mrs. Hill
Fred Gar(
Gardner

HAND cro
and one
light brov
ch wig, m
Phone 751
Guthrie Di

RUNABOU
14 ft., Tea
and trailei
to go. Wa
name, pl

Model 11,4N, elecInc

Model wa n

This Frigidaire
Jet Action Washer gives you
speed at a budget price
• Speed.! Regular plus Delicate settings.
•Deep Action Agitator. Creates currents
that plunge
clothes deep into sudsy water for thorough washing.
•2 Jet-Away Rinses. Get rid of lint, scum automatically
• Jet-simple Mechanism. No belts. No gears. No
pulleys.
• Cold Water Wash Setting. Saves
hot water! Saves clothes from shrinking and fading.

LOWEST PRICE EVER ON THIS BIG CONSOLE!

Matching Budget-Priced Dryer
has 2 cycles
for drying flexibility

Hurry! Supply Limited.

1968 HON!
Nondition,
or youngs
or 762-6191

• No-stoop Dacron lint screen. Right on the door!
• Durable Press Care. Proper temperature plus end
of-cycle cool-down bring Durable Press items out
ready to wear or put away without ironing.

The Caulfield is your opportunity to put the luxury of
RCA console Color TV in your home at an easy-to-buy
price. Compact, modern cobinet takes up very little
floor space, blends with any modern room decor.
Transformer-powered 25,000-volt chassis assures vivid4440jafaPti9P-

RCA...First in Color TV!
Wrist Watch
17 Jewel, Calendar
Sweep-Second Hand

FREE!!
Come In and
Register

AT WARD-ELKINS YOU NEVER BUY
A SERVICE POLICY

Drawing Sat., 21st
5 p.m.

CARAVELL
by BULOVA

CHECK THESE LAST MINUTE ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS!
100 WATT

LARGE SIZE BLACK II WHITE

MODULAR STEREO

PORTABLE TV
'104.88 (3 only)

'348.88

FRIGIDAIRE. REFRIGERATOR

% DAY SAME AS CASH . .
289.88 w t t1) TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY!!

Double Door - FPD144T `,

FRIGIDAIRE- REFRIGERATOR"
D114 - Green °MIS*

23

BIG SCREEN

MEDITERRANEAN

COLOR-CONSOLE ENSEMBLE
Only '458.88

-REPOSSESSED APPLIANCES
REDUCED

'189.88

2 Only

FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR
FRIGIDAIRE AIR CONDITIONERS
One Only - FPCD166T '‘, CC

FRIGIDAIRE DISHWASHER
,

Portable

White

ONLY

..

Any Color

i

,
209.88

FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR
One Only

White

Double Door FPD121T%

219.88
'

AM FM, FM Stereo Radio

1 only at 4209.88

.
FRIGIDAIRE Gold Crown DRYERS
Timer and Automatic - ONLY

'189.88\
FRIGIDAIRE DISHWASHER
Build In

MAPLE CONSOLE STEREO

'229.88

319.88
One Only

'169.88
.
WASHERS AND DRYER
Floor Model

,

50.00 OFF
FLOOR MODEL RANGES
50.00 OFF

L
L

DELUXE WALNUT CONSOLE

COLOR TV

Save Over $100.00

.Now $489.88

MAPLE COLOR CONSOLE 23"

,
Stores in . . .
* Paducah
* Mayfield
*, Murray
and
* Paris, Tenn.

4-SPEED PORTABLE PHONO
'28.88

'15,000 BTU Output - Installed in Window

Floor Model

125 BALE
den hay, I
of Penny,

QUARTER
Phone 474

• 2 Cycles. One timed to set for up to 135 minutes
plus a—N•o Heat one for fluffing!

WARD ELKINS EMPLOY 10 SERVICE MEN
WARD-ELKINS HAS 6 SERVICE TRUCKS
TO SERVE YOU FASTER

NORGE 1
scram top
$20.00. Lar
stove, $20.(
see at 1626

With Automatic Fine Tuning

Only

19" BLACK & WHITE PORTABLE
Cut to '148.88
"First Come First Served"

14" RCA PORTABLE COLOR TV

$49988

PRICED TO MOVE FASTI

$25888

2 Only

ALL ITEMS SOLD WITH FULL FACTORY WARRANTY

ARD - ELKINS
'ON THE SQUARE' IN MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Stores in . . .
* Paducah
* Mayfield
* Murray
and
* Paris, Tenn.

LIKE NET
with AM-1
8-track stei
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$10.00 each
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dio, solid
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5862 after
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room with
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ing. On city
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wall carpet]
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Broe,

Tiovie

ANT

771R006W THE
FOR SALO

NOTIC.1

T. V. ANTENNA with rotor. 2
single beds and 2 chests. flinch reel-type power lawn mow11-19-C
er. Phone 753-4684.
CLOSE OUT; Kirsch traversecafe-extension rods. Drapery
hardware up to Si off. J. I.
M-19-C
Littleton & Co. Inc.

to sell
some

SUPER SPECIAL!!
on

I USED BLACK & WHITE TV SETS

IF carpet beauty doesn't show?
Clean it right and watch it
glow. Use Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Big K.
M-21C
1954 FORD tractor with equipment. One 14 Easy plow, cultivator, and disc. Phone 43711-184
3353.
1952 FORD tractor, plow, disc
and cultivator, also bushhog.
Excellent condition. Contact
Mrs. 11111 Gardner, 753-2528,
Fred Gardner, 753-5319 or Dan
11-23-C
Gardner 758-5644.
HAND crocheted vests, one pink
and one red, $6.00 each. Also
light brown human hair stretch wig, smartly styled, $25.00.
Phone 753-9036 or see at 805
bf-19-C
Guthrie Drive.

$2995

c bvSrtaas
s
rt
s.
Pri
YOUR ZENITH DEALER

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Phone 753-2571

Northside Shopping Center

I

by
Jane Stokes

CARPENTER WORK of all
kinds. Building houses, additions, remodeling, paneling.
Get your work done before the
spring rush. Call Mack, 753-3366.
April-17.0
Free estimates.

WILL DO carpetner work, kitchen cabinets, home remodeling ard repair, block laying,
concrete work. Phone 436-5534.
11-19-C

125 BALES Fescue and Impeder& hay, clean. 1% miles west
M-111-P
of Penny, 753-3708.

Phone 753-2571

HELP WANTED
WANTED: baby sitter ang
houlekeeper, must have ISM
transportation. phone 753-8928M-19-C

Become • distributor in ono o/
Americri's largest and fastest grow.
mg industries You will bit distr.
butingi national brand products
No espertenc• required All 1,CC
Olunt1 are contracted for and sat
db by our company You mwely
restock locations with our nation
• brand products

NESBITT
FABR1LSW

*4
'4 htfles aritref /Autrey
on Highway 641

PRE-RASTER SALE
Thru week of Pltarch13-28

baby sitter in iny
wAyiTED
bane. 1:20 till girl daily. Call (tended axe, Reg. t3.108_ to
MSC
$4.99 New only $2.911
SW Dacron Double Knit, Reg.
MALE General Maintenance
$6.98 to $7.98 Now only
man. Must be eicpefieuced. Ap$4.91 and $5.98
ply in person to Mr. Jones, HellFor Better Fabrics, Vlell
day Inn, Hwy. 641 So. M-19-C

Phone 753-4357

of

You Can Earn
$800 A Month
Or More
Based On Your
Effort

•

of

Inventory of 1645.00 to 2790.00
cash required for inventory sInd
equipment. You must have a good
car arra beralbfer to devote at less/
4 to 12 hours per week. If you are
interested, have the desire, drive,
determination, and want to be
Successful in a growing business
Of your own, write. us today.
Pleas* enclose name, address, and
telephone number.

•

SALE

WESTihirOcal

G-MOTOI"

7% H.P., Three Phase, 17511 rpm
Used but In excellent condition.
If interested see at

wa waLcowa

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING CO.

Hard to match
YORK (UPI)
NEW
Army's Glen Davis set- a record
in 1945 that probably will never
come close to being matched
when he averaged 11.15 yards
per carry during the season. He
ran with the ball 82 times.

LEDGER & TIMES

WIEW DAMN
1342 South Glenetone,
103 North Fourth Street
TRADE-1 NS
i 4.
ml9nc
motield,.M0. 65844
Spr
NESBITT FABRIC SHOP
1909 DATSUN Pickup. 1250 NIGHT WAITRESS wanted. ApRestJerry's
at
person
in
ply
QUARTER HORSE, registered.
warrancar
new
miles,
IL-19C
aurant, South 12th street, MurPhone 474-2396.
ty Save $400.00.
11-20-C
ray.
Station
4-Door
DA'r513N
I)69
perfect
90,
1968 HONDA Trail
new.
like
Wagon. Sharp,
WANTED: locan man for full
condition, only 900 miles. Ideal
$1805.00
time employment with old esfor youngster. Phone 436-5862
11-19-C 1965 FORD Country Sedan 8- tablished business, for delivery,
or 7624196.
T1415 COULD RUIN MY
t)JA00.1 1AMEAN,HARD?! HAVEN'T
1. I t.•
11
owner. Installation work and to learn
Local
r.
OF
Passenge
CARE
6000
TAKEN
1W
AUT0N06RAPI4Le...
console
LIKE NEW STEREO
air conditioned. Real sales. Answer in own handwrititXrVE NEVER HAD A
with AM-FM, stereo records
aon
informati
full
giving
ing
nice. $995.00.
HARDSHIP IN SbliR LIFE!
8-track stereo car tape player.
bout self and furnish referen
11-24-C 1989 VW Sunroof. Automatic. cm to P. 0. Box 32-K, Murray.
Phone 753-9452.
soon
Extra nice!
M-2TC"
Kentucky.
pups
GERMAN SHEPERD
Siair•
in
1962 FORD %-Ton
d
appeare
$10.00 each. Call 402-8371.
s
This is a real good BARGAIN!!! Every day is 'sale"
my sky.
M-20-C
Day when you show people
truck. Special $795.00
Avon's wonderful range of cos
aONSOLE STEREO, Ast.irm rametics. Profit from your spare
dio, solid state all transistor,
hours-Sell Avon. Call now,
early American cabinet. Phone 1966 AUSTIN-MEALY
Mrs. Evelyn L Brown, Avon
M-21-C
7624101.
5- rill
Sports Convertible.
Mgr., 4653363, Shady Grove
'68 HONDA 350, can see it Fri- 1968 DATSUN "2000"
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064.
day, Saturday and Sunday.
H-M-21-C
Spoke Roadster.
11-21-C4 1988 DATSUN "1600"
Phone 7534246.
Sports Roadster.
CLEAN expensive carpets with
FOR RENT
(TRADING STAMP BOOKS
I ,OT
the best. Blue Lustre is AmeriWHAT ARE
I
spa4.
duplez
OM
TWO-BEDRO
NEY
ca's favorite. Rent shampooer
LASSITER-McKIN
HIS DAD BOUGHT A
,
THESE' FROM
THEY?
manta, central heat and it,
$1. Western Auto, Home of "The
ROLLO, THE
DATSUN
built-in range, ceramic tile Nib,
M-21-C
Wishing Well".
RICH KID
carpet throughout Call or Me
TODAY
810 Sycamore - 753-7114
TRAILER for sale or rent, 10' x
eely, Southside ShopGone
twee.
,
Open Evenings 52', furnished, air conditioned,
Kentucky
ping Caster, Murray,
carpeted, electric baseboard
753-7800.TIC
heat. Reasonable. Phone 762Sex"
M-25-C 1962 DODGE, excellent condi- ELgcrRoLux SALES It
6196.
Ky., C.
tion. Saright shift, $175.00 or vice, Box 213, Murray,
ODDS AND ENDS SALE Metal oest offer. Phone 7534611 af- M. Sanders. Phone 382-3932,
folding stairs, tool box for pick- ter 4:00 p. se.
11-21-P Lynnville, Kentucky. April4-C
up truck, several doors with
M apartment,
•
and without glass, antique home 1967 FORD is-ton pick-up, long TWO - BEDROO
and
refrigerator
•
comfort, hand washing ma- wheel base, 6-cylinder, one carpeted,
ed. Couples
chine, several cans of paint, owner, radio, low mileage. Call stove, air condition
eteR.-09
S
,
Rog U ,
IL-19-P and teachers only. Call 753-2898.
few old chairs, a treddle type 753-8074.
ailSAI..-141. 4_ .EOZ__
00.o. 5,-go or. oo
•970 6 shoo.,,
M-19-C
sewing machine, large attic fan,
large 3,
4' x 7' dog house, and
THREE-ROOM furnished apartsome other items. Come and
ment. All electric. Wail-to-wall
WANTS') TO WY
M-21C
carpet. Near town. Couple or
see. Phone 436-5534.
106
WANTED: to buy, Sears
one person. No pets. Phone
Motorcycle. Motor must be In 753-3195.
111-30-C
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
UAL
good condition." tall 753-6614.
r
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TFN
oneTELL ME HOW NOU
APRIL
ditioned
1--airoon
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THEY;'CHUCKLE: IMAGINE
TWO LAKE VIEW LOTS
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mY EYES
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MAKE THOSE SM000-4
bedroom efficiency apartment,
FILMING ME WITH AN
THERE
NAP,
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FOR
IN
Pine Bluff Shores, No. 404 and
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AND
WE
SCENES WITH DORIS
completely furnished, one block
UNLOADOD CAMERA—WHEN
THE FILMING CONTINL1Et•
LOAD YOUR CAMERA
405. Both for $700.00. Call 436- WANT TO BUY complete fish from
FINISHED.
DROOLE 50 CONVINCING IMAGINE
y. Call 753-4109
THAT YOKEL
Universit
IT'S
CA44c 44—
TIME
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rHE
ALL
11-19-C
BUT
SHOOT
(
WITH
trail
NOBODY
WE'LL
boat,
AND
m
m.
5.
IT 5 Ytla,
5862 after
leg rig. Aluminu
CHARLIE 7,
C. B. ?
or 753-4478.
11-204
°OEMS WHO'S
MAN)KNOWING TI-AT AC' -Y
DOBBS!
SUE!
or and motor. Call 753-6030.
FACES
AND
'S
MAKING
CHARLIE
ONE YEAROLD spacious 3-bed after 5:00 p.
TFN EFFICIENCY apartment, prei-11.17ZPAWS SCENES ARE
FOR AWNING!
'room brick ranch on large woodiferably working couples. FurnRECORDED
ed lot in Sherwood Forest Subished and utilities are furnishand
timber
many
standing
:
contains
WANTED
Kitchen
division.
1141-C
Family logs. Contact In Scates, Murray ed. Phone 753-1794.
appliances.
built-in
room with fireplace, living Sawmill and Lumber Co. Phone
March-NC
room, dining room, 2 baths and 7534147.
2-car garage. Carpeting, gas
10.1 • -es,
•
Desk Stands
heat and central air condition- WANTED: 1960 Oldsmobile 1970 CALENDAR
now available at
are
Mills
and
753-6678
Call
water.
-P
city
M-21
On
ing.
body. Phone 753-8551.
the Ledger & Times Office Sup11-1TC
for appointment.
TFNC
1966 MUSTANG, Kentucky tags, ply Acre.
4,
'
THREE-BEDROOM, all electric, red, V-8, $1375.00. Dwain Tay01
10140
13 4
wOu, wow*/
in
forming
S
intersted
11,
PERSON
vt II
S sio oft Oo
brick ranch with patio, two lor Chervorlet, Inc., South 12th
g, Unooss aroo
call
please
Club
Buggy
a
Dunne
years old, central air, wall to Street. Phone 753-2617. M-21-C
247-3247 after 5 p. m. 16-19-C OMINEMINSIM
wall carpeting, two spacious
-baths, large living room with
WILL GIVE- excellent care to
dining area, family room. Large GOOD FISHING or work car, children in my home. Call 75E® SIVILItati.
-21-C
M
THEY SAY 1W15 NEXT
--E. FABULOUS BURST'NGS,AS
(
convenient .kitchen with built- $75.00. Call 753-8812.
M-219-C
3616.
NEW
PRESENT're) MUMMY 14/II_L BE
in range, oven, dishwasher and
m Nis I AND RODOLF0— THE.STARVING
disposal. Utility room, two car
DIMENSIONS!:
LOVERS IN'LA acHamE"if IT'LL
IIIIRVICIIII OPPUID
garage, situated on nicely landSERVICES OPPIRID
NCE A HIM
6
ROMA
[VE
OLD
THE
CRAZY!!
scaped lot located at Kingswood
DIMENSION!!
Subdivision. For appointment
.--•
as
by transferred owner call even=UV
ings or weekends 753-7810.
II-ITC
Tennessee (234)
13 Years Experience — Licensed in

by Charles M. Schulz

My life has been one of
many hardships.

Although my early
years were good,
gray clouds

'Nk

FAMED AUTHOR D(AD-Erl•
Stanley Gardner /above). 80,
creator of "Perry Mason,"
the fictional lawyer who never lost a case, died at his
home in Temecula. Calif., of
an undisclosed illness. Gardner was the author of more
than 100 detective and Western stories. More than 1 million of his books were-n(0d

901 Vine St., Murray; Mrs. Zella McNutt, 526 So. 7th St., Murray; Mrs, Geraldine Baker and
Baby Girl, 314 Erwin, Murray;
Mrs. Abbie Herndon, Rte. 4,
Close ones
Murray; Mrs. °nick Hall, 1306
ALS
DISMISS
Poplar, Murray; Mrs. Margaret
ANAHEIM, Calif. (UPI)
a, MurOne-run games find the Califor
Master Randy Sons, 500 So. Shuffett, 1124 Circaram Baby
and
nia Angels an impartial lo 7th St., Murray; Terry Minim, ray; Mrs. June Hicks
Rte, 2, Murray; Miss SanNOME
dra Duncan, Rte. I, Dexter; Mrs.
NOTICE
Opal M. Moody, Rte, 5, Murray;
Mrs. Pearl Humphreys, 5091/2
So, 6th St., Murray; Mrs. Jessie
Dunn, Rte. 3, Benton; Phearson
Lovett, Rte, 1,Dexter; Mrs.Fara
Coltharp, Box 74, Lynnville.

Peanuts®

eery of
-to-buy
ry little
decor.
nes viv-

1

Hospital Report

Distributor
For This Area

NOTICE

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

RUNABOUT or fishing boat,
AUTOS POE SALA
14 ft., Teen made. Boat, motor
and trailer for $600.00. Ready 1966 CHRYSLER airport, four
to go. Walter Conner, 805 Sy- door hardtop. Power steering
camore, phone 7534599. 1K-19-C and brakes. Good condition,
$695.00. Phone 489-2156. M-19-P
NORGE Refrigerator, freezer
&crow( top, freezes perfectly, 1963 CHEVR011it Impala four
$20.00. Large Perfection electric door sedan, power brakes, and
stove, $20.00. Phone 758-8631 or steering. V4 standard transmitsM-316C
see at 2625 College Farm Road don. Phone 753-3078,
M-19-C

SPARE TIME
INCOME

WILL CARE for convalescents
in their home if terms are agreeable. References; and qualifica11-23-C
tions. Call 753-5606.

last longer!
Call or Go in at

Northside Shopping Center

us.

Las

Have Your Air Conditioner Cleaned
and Greased

IN MEMORY
In loving memory of our darling mother, Grade Walker, who
passed way five years ago today, March 19, 1965.
Days of sadness fill our lives,
tears of silence often flow. We
shall always keep her near,
though she left us five years
ago.
Never shall she be forgotten,
never from our memory fade.
Our hearts will always be around the ground where she was
Laid. Not a time do we forget
1612 Keenland Drive
her in our hearts she's always
Murray, Kentucky
near. As we loved her so we
five long
miss her at the end
years.
CARD OF THANKS
Sadly missed
We wish to express our graby her children
have
who
titude to so many
Ile
given us assistance during the
illness and death of our husband and brother. A special
thanks to those who sent food,
and flowers, to Dr. Quertermous,
Dr. Bell, the fourth floor nurses ADULTS 102
at the hospital, Rev. T. G. Shel- NURSERY 10
ton, Rev, W. A. Farmer for their MARCH 17, 1973
comforting words, and to those
who brought the special music
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
and finally J. H. Churchill Funeral Home for their efficient
Mrs. DOnna Henry and Baby
service, for those who served as Glrl, Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs.Lynda
Pallbearers. May God bleat each Vensa and Baby Boy, 1203 Peggy
of you. We shall never forget
Ann Dr., Murray; Baby Boy Garyour kind consideration.
land (Mother - Mrs. Wanda GarTo all again, Thanks.
land, Rte, 4, Murray. Baby Girl
The family lnerson Owen
Parrian, (Mother - Mrs. Janice
1TP Parrish), Rte, 1, Murray,

MONOGRAMMING

SUSINISS OPPORTUNITIES
SERVICES OFFERED
-home
SAWS FILED, electric MAW $100 WEEKLY Possible
,
typing addressing. Guaranteed
end all cnall appliances rein'
St., 7584007 plan. Details
Homework
ed. 512 R So.
March-Z7-( IS, Box 1013, Springfield, Ill
M-84-P
82705.
FOR ANY TYPE home repair
call this number 753-4684. Free
11-30-C
estimates.

"Don't Let The Summer Heat Catch You Unprepared"
Your air conditioner will perform better and
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by Ernie Bushmiller
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
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by Al Capp

Lil' Abner

A COUNTRY OF
—
HER OWN ./.1 )

a•-

AUCTIONEER

e_9

WANTED TO RENT
W.-UNITED efficiency apartment
with kitchen or one room apartment ‘iith kitchen privileges,
close to court square Reasonable rent. Phone 753-1916 before 50t) p ni or 753-1ZI9 after 5 00 p m Ask for Make.
TFNC

-••

and Kentucky
'Em All
No Sale Too Large or Too Small. We Do
)01'1.1. RE GLAD )01 I)II)'
CALL I'S COLLECT

OVR.

Col. Hulie V. Hastings, Auctioneer
HASTINGS REALTY & AUCTION
Phone 612 1543
Paris, Tenn.
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SEMI-FINALS SET

Letter To Editor

Serveral Cases Heard In County
Court, judge Robert 0. Miller

WaShington

Dear Editor:
The unsigned letter in Wed- EVANSVILLE, lad.
nesday's paper caused me much Philadelphia Textile was paired
consternation. Apparently some against California-Riverside
and
concerned American is afraid Buffalo State was matched with
of owning up to his thoughts or Tennessee State for Thursday
Several cases have been heard perty; in custody of County
By LOUIS CASSELS
he doesn't realy believe what be
in the Calldway County Court Jailer pending action of the May
the NCA4.- college
as
night,
Senior
1.7P1
Editor
said. I wish to point out that I
of Judge Robert 0. Miller dur- 1970 Grand Jury.
championshiPa readied
am not afraid to say what I division
ing the past week. Records show Elbert Franklin Hill, Route
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Or.
think and sign my name to it. the semi-final round- The to
the following occurred:
One, Alino, disorderly conduct,
play
Friday
will
night
tem
winners
*,
people
the
of
a
free
It becomes necemary and helpBobby McKendree, Route One, fined $10.00 costs $18.50; State
title.
the
for
have
a
right
to
be
baton
told
ful for a clarification to be
Benton, speeding, fined $10.00 Police.
the truth about what their
made at this time. I said in
costs $18.50; State Police.
them
State
to
doing
Tennessee
overcame a goverument is
Monday's edition of the Ledger
Orville Overby, Route One,
.
name
their
in
them,
Wed.
for
deficit
and
& Times that the paper throw- 10-point first-half
Murray, driving while intoxicatBut there are some situations NEW HOUSEKEEPER at 1600 ed, fined $100.00
ing was &minor offense which nesday night to score a 92-89
costs $13.30,
led to one that was appalling. victory over South Dakota le which "the government has Pennsylvania Ave. in Wash- no operator's license, fined $2.00
the
champ
North
of
State,
only
the right but the ington is Mrs. Shirley
It seems that "A Reader" read
not
A. costs $18.50; State Police,
!Continued From Page 11
obligation to lie." That is the Bailey, 47, who looks
what he or she wanted to and Central Conference.
real
Jerry' Eldridge, Murray, wilIgnored the rest. How can a
argument of a provocative little pleased with her new
$14,- ful or unreasonable neglect of modeled, Pay-Less building reperson argue over the minor The Tigers from Nashville, book entitled "The Right to 000-a-year job.
modeled.
point and completely omit the sparked by 6-8 sophomore Know, to Withhold and to Lie,” a divorcee and Mrs. Bailey, a minor child; agreed to pay
major point
reserve Claude Grant, raced published by the Council on has worked at agrandmother, $22.25 per week to James Bla- On the north Ode Scott's regoodly numlock beginning March 4, 1970;
I still stand firm, however in Into a 46-40 halftime lead and Religion and International At
- ber of hotels, and Mrs.
Nixon
modeled, Corn-Austin is underSheriff.
my conviction of paper throw- never
again. The fairs.
trailed
"stole" her from the Jack
Freed Tucker, Jr., Route Two, way, National Stores completeing at the ballgame and so do Jackrabbits moved to within
The author is William J. Tarr Hotel in
Galveston,
the rules of the regional tour- one at 86-85 but Grant, who Bands, a former official of the
Kirksey, speeding, fined $10.00 ly redone, Gatos remodeled,
Tex. Mrs. Bailey is a native
Graham & Jackson getting a
costs
nament. The tournament rules scored 33 points, got a tip-In Central Intelligence
$18.50; State Police.
Agency
of Sarasota, Fla
Larry Butler, Route SLX, Mur- new front. With the taking in
forbid any artifical noise mak- and Albert Alexander bagged a who is now a senior research
ray, speeding, fine of $1000 of Everetts and Ben Franklin,
ers and or confetti and or fielder for a five-point lead with fellow at the Council on Foreign
withholding certain inforination suspended, costs of $18.50 paid; Ben Franklin constructed a
throwing of paper. Are Murray just 23 seconds left.
Relations.
from the public, many would State Police.
brand new store at Main and
High School students immune
Bands says the people's question whether
the governFourth, taking in Douglass
George
to rules and regulations beCates,
Jr.,
Route
One,
know
is a basic ment ever is
'light to
justified in telling Lynnville, speeding, fined $10.- Hardware, Frazee, Melugln and
cause they are Tigers? Let's
element of a free and self- a deliberate lie.
Holton and the old Capitol
00 costs $18.50; State Police.
not be simple Minded;'rules are are not obeyed then the Muddgoverning society. "If a people
Barnds agrees that. "the
William Thomasson, Route Theatre. Settle-Workman took
made to be obeyed! "A Reader" -ion is placed in the hands- eL
rule
themselves
to
are
they
,
government must as a general Three, Murray, speeding, fined In two stores with their remodis bold.enough to encourage public law, to be enforced by
adequately informed to practice conduct
rule breaking when he said, "I the police and ruled on by the must be
an honest $10.00 costs $18.50; State Po- eling. Federal Savings and Loan
know what they're doing,"
dialogue with its citizens." But lice.
completely remodeled, Jeffrey's
thought that throwing toilet county or city judge.
But he adds, "in a world such he contends "there
completely remodeled.
tissue in the student section, as
are situaNorth
Blair
Muller,
6th'
503
The Murray High School stu- as this, complete openness and tions when it seems to even the Street, Murray, speeding, fined
well as throwing confetti, YellWOW building took the place
ing, stomping feet and waving dents had no respect for their candor on the part of any most intelligent and conscien- $10.00 costs $18-30, Stele
Potious statesmen that the price lice
banners was a perfectly harm- instructor and, as a result, the government is impossible."
of the old Murray Wholesale
In the conduct of foreign of telling the truth, or
less way for students to shaw Murray city policeman did his
George C. Cunningham, Route and the J. H. Churchill Funeral
not lying,
United States to live.
their support for their team." duty by alleviating the problem. relations, particularly, govern- Is greater than can be borne." Two, Cadiz, reckless driving, Home moved Into a new buildBy Dwain McIntosh
Lubachko, who joined the Murment officials must resort to
He lists four kinds of fined $10.00 costs $18.50; State ing and remodeled the old one
Once again I must mention
ray State faculty in 1963, teach- how "A Reader" failed to comThe shouts of "police brutal- secrecy if there is to be any situations in which
Wells Overbey changed an old
he feels Police.
A Russian history bookwritten es European history. He expects prehend a point. I showed how ity" were out of place and very degree of candor in commimi- government
Ronnie Kimbro, Route Four, building into modern offices on
officials may have
by Dr. Ivan Lubacttko, history the book to be released some- the paper throwing could- lead disrespectful. U anyone can ar, cations between- nations. A "not only
the right but the Murray, speeding fined $10.00 North Fourth. •
professor at Murray State Univ- time next year.
to a technical foul, "A Reader" due- this point, let him come country which tried to conduct obligation" to put out untrue costs $18.50; State Police.
-Inv diplomacy entirely in the 441W/eats
He earned the A. B.
L ersity, has been accepted for
overlooked this fact and replied--forward!
One hardly realizes that this
. They are
I wish to make public the open would find other govern- 1)
publication by The University at the Pedagogical Institute in with an accumn• 'on suggesting
Lucille Gargus, Paris, Tenn., subtle change has taken place.
To mislead an enemy
the U.S.S.R., which is compara- that my criticism "is trying to ,fact that the car of the Murray ments extremely reluctant to about wartime military
Press Of kentucky.
cold chocking, fined $10.00 costs over the years with most of it
operaEntitled "Beldrussia Under So- ble to a college in the United take away the fun from ms High instructor was damaged engage in serious cooversa$18.50, restitution of $61.59; iu the past five years. Tife
by vandals after the ballgame. tioes.
viet Ride, 1917-1957," the book
tea, and M. A. and Ph. D. former school" mates-"
Sheriff.
downtown area is changing for
2)
To
protect covert inteldeals with the period during whi- degrees at the University of InRayburn Adams, Route One, the better.
All of the aforesaid is minor What was that "A Reader" said
Similarly, it is necessary and ligence activities in peacetime.
about
students "being out af- proper for government officials
in nature and I wish now to rech the western republic of Russ- diana.
3) To avoid a financial panic Farmington, driving while' intoxicated, fined $100.00 costs
ia has been under the control of The University Press of Ken- emphasize and make perfectly ter dark?" Let's not disregard to maintain secrecy about such when currency
evaluation is $13.50; State
TO peas artist
tucky is a statewide publishing clear my major premise. I said any warnings. This is the future things as codes and ciphers
the Soviet government.
Police.
pending.
John Earl Terrell, Murray,
One of 15 mica republics in operation including Murray State on Monday that it is time for with which we are dealing, not details of military weapons, and
NEW
YORK (UPI) 4) At times such as the
cold checking, fined $10.00 costs Sid Luckman of the Chicago
the Union of Soviet Socialist Re. and eight other colleges and un- these children to learn respect little Johnny of Billy who is In some circumstances, troop Cutan
Missile
Crisis,
when
just
a
kid.
If
$18.50,
an example is not movements.
restitution of $7.30; Bears tossed five touchdown
publics, Belorussia, which means iversities . It is designed to for atfthority without"throwing
officials fear that telling the
"white Russia," is Lutachko's promote the publication of sch- a tantrum and I repeat it today! set, when will a lesson be learnpasses against the Washington
While nearly everyone ack- truth might lead to the danger Sheriff.
Merrick
Semien, Murray, Redskins in the National FootIf anyone can argue against ed?
birthplace and was his home olarly works.
noWledges the necessity of of nuclear war,
knowlingly receiving stolen pro- ball League's title game in 1943.
until 1957 when he came to the Each cooperating school has this, let him come forward.
Jim Bryant,
Authority should be learned
a committee functioning on caman 18 year old graduate of
pus for the initial screening of at home and if not there, then
Murray High School
manuscripts submitted for pub- at school. When school officials
lication. Besides Murray State
other schools involved are BET%
College, Centre College, Eastern Kentucky University, the
University of Louisville, the UnBy UNITED PRESS INTERNATWNAL
iversity of Kentucky, Kentucky
State College, Morehead State
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
opened mixed today in moder- University and Western Kentucky PARIS — Nguyen Minh Vy, North Vietnamese negotiator al-the
University.
ate turnover.
Paris peace talks, speaking to reporters before the opening of the
Shortly after the opening, the
56th session of the talks:
PI
marketwide indicator
"We are going to show today that the United States continues
Purchas
e
Area
showed a gain of 0.04 per cent
Its war of aggression in Vietnam and extends the war in Laos,
on 391 issues on the tape. There
Hog Market
but that it also created tension in Cambodia, thus raising a ;rave
NMwere 144 advances and 128
threat to peace in the whole of Southeast Asia.
declines.
Federal State Market News SACRAMEN
Ralston Purina traded an
TO, Calif. — Mrs. Nancy Reagan, wife of L_ aliforopening block of 113,000 shares Service 3-19-10 Kentucky Pur- nia Gov. Ronald Reagan, describing her feelings after she
and her
chase
Area
Hog
Market
Report husband were greeted in Santa Barbara by young
at 27 unchanged, while Xerox
demonstrators
was 1,4 higher at 921:. Jotuison Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts: Act. 672; Est. 800 hurling eggs and obscenities:
& Johnson picked tm a point to
"It's not pleasant to hear those things yelled. At the same
Head Barrows and Gilts Most
15414 N with Ainerican-South
time you feel kind of sorry they are so hate filled. Someda.y, ou
African Investment also 1 ly 25 cents Lower, instances 50 have a feeling, they
are going to be awfully embarrassed."
cents lower; Sows. Mostly steahigher at 40.
dy,
instances
50
cents
Lowy..
Walt Disney, however, fell Ps
HOUSTON — Director Robert Altman, whose antiwar movie
to 1401,4, and Hewlett-Packard US 1-3 200-230 lbs 525.25-25.75: M-A-S-H was recently banned by the Army and Air
Force for troop
US
2-4
190-240
lbs 524.75-25.25;
1% to 91i4.
viewing, defending his film:
In the steel group, U.S. Steel US 24 240-280 lbs 524.25-2475; "It's antiwar, not anti-Army
and you kind of hope the Arc:.
was unchanged at 37, as was US 34 260-280 lbs 523.75-24.25: would be antiwar too."
National Steel at 421 8. Bethle- SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs S23 00-23.50,
hem gained 1 8 to 273/4
LAKELAND, Fla . — Florida Highway Patrol pilot, Jotui Elat-,zerty
Among the motors, Ford
Few $40O; who was killed Wednesday when the wing of a U. S. Navy jet
ut tas
added 1,4 to 43, with Chrysler US 1-3 300-530 lbs S22.25-23.00: Piper Cub in two, reportedly
complaining to a highway patrol officer
and General Motors up la each US 3 450-650 lbs 520.75-21.50 a few days before his fatal crash that
military planes were buzzu,
to 2078 and 701::, respectively.
him:
American Motors held un"Lieutenant, sometimes they come too ( lose for comfort
Only the best
changed at 1034.
In the oil • grow, Texaco
N.1-%1
II PI)
lolth
edged up 1,4 to 27.4, as did 101 ke% I ohn Hi it, rode high.
Occidental
to 22S.fle
US RECONNAISSANCE
liandmeine inI lf0).
PLANE CRASHES ON DA
Service rose 1 4 to 37-'8, but Ile a, the cellelar hos
HANG LANDING, 22 Or
Natomas lost,,
to 41:135
reen. hr-t twee-sear-old
31 AMERICANS ABOARD
Atlantic Richfield eased 1 4 to of the s ear. OTI I ellant Bloom
KILLED OUTRIGHT
6314, and Standard of Cantorthree-s eac-extel filIN and nit
nia 1,4 to 45.
I a Vs er, top sprintrr.

SEEN & HEARD . ..

Russian History Book Written
By MSU Professor Accepted For
Publication, University Press

Today's
Stock Market

Quotes From The News

The Jackson Purchase Historical Society's

Jackson
Purchase

SESQUICENTENNIAL
EDITION

'

Vietnam

MAY BE PURCHASELNOW AT THE OFFICE OF

ROUNDUP

LEDGER & TIMES

DA HANG

Formerly
B&W Independent Gas Station •

THAILAND

SABOTEutS
BLOW RIG
HOLE IN U S
CARGO SHIP
AT OW NHON

U S BOMBERS
HAMMER LAOS
SECTION OF HO
CHI MINK TRAIL

•KONTUA1

Located on Highway 121 West Coldwater,
•

Next Door to Bazzell Market

Is Now Open Under
New Management and Name

13&11 SFRVICE STATION

..••••

6:00 am. lo

BOUND COPIES... $200

SAN ME.
THUOT
NHA
•PIANO
•

PHNOM PENH

DALAT
•

The Jeckson Purchase Histories' Society has gathered
material for this Editionlior many months. Many

CA;
RANH__

N •t:r

people throughout the area contributed material

hoe

Time did not permit the use of some material which

SAIGON

the Society hopes to use at a later date This 124 page

p.m.

Edition is. in newspaper form with advertising from
CAN
THO

OUAN
LONG•

area businesses. Several hundred pictures and several
hundred thousend words are uved in the edition to
tell a portion of yhe hystorxopf this eight county area
Much of the material is new and the entire edition is

SO(•
TIAN('

Monday
'
Salurday

BOMB CAPP riNr,
THAILAND ROUND
U S CARGO SHIP

TELEPHONE 41t-11,3

SEIZED 111' CREW
OFF CAMBODIA

the largest

volume in one edition covering the

Purchase ever compiled

s4

•

UNBOUND COPIES ... $1"

BEN HE' it

CAMBODIA ORDERS
NORTH VIETS AND
VIET CONG TO GET
TROOPS OUT AFTER
ANTI-RED RIOTING
IN PHNOM PENH

SIHANOUKVIllf

James R. Hargrove
Open:

PlEIKU
• OUi NeroN

CAMBODIA

NINH•BIEN

Operated by

(Not Available In Murray After March 31)

A part of the revenue
from the sale of the Edition
will be given to the
Jackson Purchase Historical
Society to assist them in their
Continuing their efforts
to gather and preserve the
history of the Jackson
Purchase. This newspaper
appreciates the tremendous
work of the Historical Society
in this unusual
undertaking Micro film copies
of this Edition as well
as bound copies will be
presented to area libraries for
use an their counties by
interested students and
historians The Society
appreciates the public's
ciontributionS to the Edition
and regrets that some of
the material was too late to
be incorporated in
thehistOry
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